Blurred Lines & Advocacy: Redefine Your Lane

APRIL Conference 2020
Hello!

• Shelly Simmons - Executive Director, Georgia SILC

• Kim Conner - Executive Director, Washington SILC
What does Advocacy look like for SILCs?

• What is the responsibility of the SILC?

• IL Philosophy/Movement advocacy and education for our partners.
Where We Can Impact The Best

• External: New leadership within state agencies, partners, etc.
• Internal: staff changes, council membership change, CIL leadership
• Coalition building
• Voting
Advocacy & Vulnerability

• What is the best approach?
• How does discrimination show up differently in our state(s)?
• Knowing when to be vulnerable based on the climate (black vs. white, women experiences, sexual orientation).
Is your advocacy stagnant?
How are/will you address change?
Building Coalitions
Building Relationships
THANK YOU!!!